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About This Game
MELT STUFF!
SUCK STUFF UP!
MAKE NEW STUFF WITH THE STUFF YOU VACUUMED UP!
DO OTHER COOL STUFF.
The Toys have taken over! MELT their cute little faces, VACUUM them up, and SHOOT them out to rebuild the environment
and SAVE the Toy Factory.
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Title: Melter Man
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
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Husky Swim Team
Publisher:
RMM Studios, LLC
Release Date: 18 Sep, 2015
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It's simple, the graphics are ugly, it lacks a sense of progression, but it's fun...
I got it for free, I got some cards, and I enjoyed it... I probably won't be playing it much more though...
. Having a total blast with this game so far. Its fun to challenge people for local top scores. Mechanics all seem to work and feel
like you think they should. The bowling is awful touchy and the shooting gallery doesnt quite seem to shoot where I think I am
aiming. Prize corner seems to lose some of the prizes I put in it. This game will make you appreciate the wrist straps on the
controllers.. I have been enjoying rec room even more with this program. It could use some more support for non steam games
but I think it works quite well. (trying to set up minecraft windows 10 vr).. A nice Tower Defense game.
Nothing totally original and creative but a nice time waster for probably 5 hours or more if you want to play all levels on each of
the three difficulties.
The graphics and the music are okay for this type of a game and the price. I bought it during the summer steam sale in 2017 for
49 cent and am happy with it so far. Am most likely going to play it through after beating the first 6 levels.
I bet this developer team could do an awesome Dr Mario clone with the Defend Your Life theme.. A very lazy port. Probably
the worst that I've seen in a while. I mean how hard is it to change the facebuttons. Also, I too thought this was out and out GG.
No! its the 4 player free for all with a very confusing button layout. (why is the start button the right thumbpad for instance)
Wish I would have read the reviews and digged deeper. Oops. I hope GG-X (which is what I really wanted) comes to Steam. I
also hope whoever did the port does a better job..
\u6389\u7ebf\u65e0\u6cd5\u91cd\u8fde\u771f\u7684\u5f88\u8ba9\u4eba\u5934\u5927\uff1b
offline is so bad. For garbage cards
Crashes immediately
"Author" raises the related bots. If you payed for this

What's wrong with you?. If you are looking for easy achievements, this is the game for you.
Immediately after starting the game, you are given 30 achievements just for opening it. The other 8 achievements are obtained
through just playing, which takes no effort at all. There's nothing fancy to this game at all, if you are looking for quality games
to play, this is not the one for you. As an achievement hunter, I liked the simplicity and the ease. As someone who also likes
quality games, I hated this one. It took less than an hour to play through this entire game, probably no more than 30 minutes, and
it just was not good. Nothing special at all.
I have to say, though, it is not the worst game I've played (there are some really bad games in my library), and I'd much rather
play this than some of the other games I've left bad reviews on.
There really isn't much else to say about this one. Easy achievements. Simple gameplay.♥♥♥♥♥♥game.
Purchase at your own risk.. Vanquish is well designed game with every level has some new adventures which is really exciting to
play.
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Very pretty and well optimised but I just didn't get much out of it personally. I was aware it's a short experience and I read the
"how to the the most out of The Marvellous Machine" guide in advance, but it's not something I'd feel the need to experience a
second time.. One of the best "digital" board games on steam. Highly recommend if you like solo boardgames in real life but
wished all set up time and rule enforcing and so on would be automated.. Really the same thing over and over again.
Lack of options too.. I tried this out on "easy" settings. The controls are not intuitive at all. You teleport to a round area on the
ground and then a first wave of about 12 knights is storming towards you from three different angles. If they get close to you,
that's it. ("You are lose" as the game says)
Lasted about 1 min by teleporting away all the time on my first attempt. Lasted about 5sec without teleporting on my second
attempt.
There will be no third attempt.. the whip movement and motion do not feel natural. a whip should be connecting at the tip not
cutting thru like a saber.
i expected it to whip out and hit the target but it never.
have the developers ever used a whip?
buy a few and try them on your partners or each other for fun 3:)
had to move slowly for whips to register properly.
i hope this game gets opened up to the mod community the same as beat saber as it has really made that game :)
ive spent 100's of hours beating the saber.
add some form of lvl\/map editor so people can make their own dance maps :)
this game has real potential will check back after future updates. :)

. NEUTRAL rating
Straight swings going far left or right! Not sure if it's something to do with the 'rhythm' that's mentioned, BUT my less than
perfect swings are more or less straight- all according to the on-screen graphic.
Played the original for many hours and this seems even better, but I can't live with the inconsistencies. If my club will chip on to
the green 10 yards away, I don't want the ball to go 20 yards!
On a very positive note, the putting has been tightened up and feels significantly better than the original with it's natural form.
For someone with more time and patience it's worth it on sale, but maybe not for those who have played Golf games where
there's less random intervention.. If you're a fan of the anime this is a MUST buy.. this sucks
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